Mass screening for breast disease. Results, problems, and expectations.
The first 18 months' experience of the Breast Diagnostic Center of Jefferson Medical College have been reviewed. Almost 14,000 patients were screened for breast disease, using a combination of clinical examination. Xeroradiography, and thermography. In this group of 14,000 women, 106 cases of cancer were discovered, in incidence of almost 8 per 1000 women screened. Of these 106 cases of cancer, 45.3% were clinically occult or not recognized by clinical examination, and within this group at the time of mastectomy only a small percent had any evidence of axillary lymph node metastases. The combination of several technics of examination is proving to be more reliable for the early detection of breast cancer than any of the technics alone, and programs such as these may make a significant difference in the death rate from breast cancer.